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My name is Geoff Clements and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Great recreational and unique North facing beach combined with many natural environmental
featuresHave enjoyed 70 years of family life.The heating of the process water possible dredging
and disturbance of mangroves releasing dangerous sulphide soil
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.

Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Geoff Clements
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My name is Gerard Egan and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
It is a great place to observe nature and refresh one self.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
While I do not think this will impact tourism and recreation significantly it will still undermine
decades-long efforts to regenerate Westernport Bay. Westernport Bay has been considered an
industrial area in the past but that perception has been steadily shifting. More and more people
now regard the Bay as a site of high ecological and recreational importance. The gas import
terminal proposal would be a step backwards for this perception and may derail efforts to protect
the further enhance the area for the environment and for recreational users.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and
CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the
energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the
2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was

previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and
more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gerard Egan
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My name is Gemma Falk and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Itâ€™s home to many beautiful and important iconic Australian animals and sea life such as the
weedy sea dragon, seals and humpback whales. Itâ€™s the land of the Boon Wurrung Peoples of
the Kulin Nation. This land is sacred and needs to be protected.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are

responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine mammals.
The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1-in-2500 per year. Using their
own figures the actual calculated risk is 1-in-326. This means a 1-in-16 chance over the proposed
20-year lifespan. It is likely that these numbers are conservative because the number of whales
observed with injuries consistent with ship strike is higher than the number of strikes reported by
shipping operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would have a low consequence to the visiting
Southern Right whale population is inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for
Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gemma Falk
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My name is Gemma Stewart and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.

I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of

renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gemma Stewart
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My name is Gemma Westle and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.

I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms
away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay

Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gemma Westle
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My name is Genevieve Star and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.
It is an important area for the livelihood of many diverse species, such an area should be cared for
and treated with respect and care by us humans, not used and abused and left ruined.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only

around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Genevieve Star
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My name is Tina Gent and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I love the peace and natural environment the native animals
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on the local community.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our

environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on the local
community would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local
community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Tina Gent
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My name is Diane Leitch and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
We love the bay as an environmental nursery for our shark species as well as the sea grass
diversity. We love that you can boat and fish with a healthy population of birds and mangroves.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts
of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the
fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of
our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of
wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our

environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Diane Leitch
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My name is George Neale and I visit Westernport Bay often.
I value the natural marine environment.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our

environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
George Neale
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My name is George Lucas and I visit Westernport Bay often.
Still relatively unspoilt
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded

assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
George Lucas
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My name is Georgia Coy and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I love where I live. I love the beautiful beaches which I run along everyday and the ocean which I
surf and swim in all through the year. I love the sound of the birds from the bush/sand dunes and
the dolphins that often swim along the shore line. I want to make sure that the place that I love
stays as amazing as it is.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
While I do not think this will impact tourism and recreation significantly it will still undermine
decades-long efforts to regenerate Westernport Bay. Westernport Bay has been considered an
industrial area in the past but that perception has been steadily shifting. More and more people
now regard the Bay as a site of high ecological and recreational importance. The gas import
terminal proposal would be a step backwards for this perception and may derail efforts to protect
the further enhance the area for the environment and for recreational users.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgia Coy
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My name is Georgia Green and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.

I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and
CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the
energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the

2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was
previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgia Green
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My name is Georgia Murphy and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
It is a pristine and fragile ecosystem with diverse character. Home to an abundance of wildlife.
The little penguins at Phillip island that bring 110s of 1000s of visitors to Victoria each year.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms
away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.

Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgia Murphy
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My name is Georgia Wood-Freeman and I visit Westernport Bay often.
It is important to me because every weekend my family and I go down to Somers to sail where
there is a fantastic community! I have been doing this since I could remember !
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts
of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the
fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of
our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of
wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Gas is more carbon polluting than coal if methane leakage throughout the whole gas supply chain
is above 3.2 per cent. Recent studies have shown that we have previously underestimated how
much methane is released to the atmosphere during gas production. It has been found that
onshore gas fields in the United States have levels of leakage of 2-17 per cent. Despite these

findings the Australian gas industry and federal government report far lower emission intensities
for unconventional gas emissions based on default emissions factors rather than on reliable
measurements. Gas is not a climate solution.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgia Wood-Freeman
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My name is Georgie Cummings and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
A beautiful natural formation that supports local flora and fauna, Westernport Bay is a hidden
gem that has escaped many substantial developments. It retains its natural beauty and provides a
important habitat.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and
CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the

energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the
2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was
previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgie Cummings
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My name is Georgina Minton and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I moved here because its quiet and peaceful. I love living here for the walking, wildlife, fresh air
and beaches. It still has many green spaces and clean beaches.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts
of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the
fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of
our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of
wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of

renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and
more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgina Minton
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My name is Georgie Puschner and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Such a unique hub of biodiversity that supports countless endemic species and is an important
resource for migratory birds
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and
CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the

energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the
2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was
previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgie Puschner
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My name is Georgie Dunn and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Because it is my home and where I have lived my whole life.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our

environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Georgie Dunn
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My name is Gerard Khoo and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.

I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms
away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts
of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the
fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of
our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of
wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our

environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine mammals.
The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1-in-2500 per year. Using their
own figures the actual calculated risk is 1-in-326. This means a 1-in-16 chance over the proposed
20-year lifespan. It is likely that these numbers are conservative because the number of whales
observed with injuries consistent with ship strike is higher than the number of strikes reported by
shipping operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would have a low consequence to the visiting
Southern Right whale population is inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for
Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and
more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gerard Khoo
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My name is Grant Smith and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
The natural biodiversity values, including the potential impacts on threatened species habitat,
and the importance of protecting remnant nature, local communities and our worsening climate.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts
of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the
fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of
our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of
wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our

environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and
more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Grant Smith
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My name is Gabriele Frenkel and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I live the bird live, its a breeding ground for hundreds of herons, pelicans and plovers. The
mangrove swamps are a protected national park.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms
away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only

around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay
Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish
eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact
is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gabriele Frenkel
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My name is Giana Bevinetto and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.

I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms
away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts
of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the
fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of
our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of
wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our

environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Giana Bevinetto
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My name is Gideon Segal and I visit Westernport Bay often.
I sail on its very waters almost weekly during summer out of the Somers yacht club
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors
alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and

CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the
energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the
2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was
previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and
more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Gideon Segal
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My name is Sharrie Grocock and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport Bay is a unique bio diverse ecological system that should be protected for future
generations and our planet. Itâ€™s an asset to Australia in particular Victoria and itâ€™s tourist
industry. Itâ€™s protected waters provide a clean safe fun and educational environment for my
family, other residents and visitors.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms
away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand for gas
in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030
through using existing technology and targeted economic support according to a recent report

written by energy consultants Northmore Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria
could meet its energy needs without new gas including new gas fields or gas import terminals like
that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These measures will lower energy costs for consumers
and reduce emissions under most scenarios. This is the case even when a lot of our electricity is
generated by fossil fuels but will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our electricity
is generated through renewables.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine mammals.
The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1-in-2500 per year. Using their
own figures the actual calculated risk is 1-in-326. This means a 1-in-16 chance over the proposed
20-year lifespan. It is likely that these numbers are conservative because the number of whales
observed with injuries consistent with ship strike is higher than the number of strikes reported by
shipping operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would have a low consequence to the visiting
Southern Right whale population is inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for
Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Sharrie Grocock
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My name is Jasmin Thomas and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I grew up near the coast. I value a clean environment and think projects such as AGLâ€™s does not
have a place in the bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms
away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It
is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands
should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by

the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Jasmin Thomas

